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Abstract—Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN) are
one of the emerging paradigms of the Internet of Things
(IoT) that are used to retrieve content including scalar data,
video and audio streams and still images from the physical
environment. In contrast to scalar sensor (such as temperature
and humidity sensor) nodes, multimedia sensor nodes capture
high volumes of data and perform far more complex tasks that
can be highly power consuming. In this paper, we present the
design of energy efficient high resolution camera sensor node,
that is capable of capturing a full HD video at 30fps, using
off-the-shelf hardware for an event driven video streaming
surveillance application. In order to achieve long battery
life, we use an energy efficient motion detection and power
management mechanism, called sleepyCAM, which uses a low-
power scalar sensor node to detect motion and wake-up a
high resolution camera node when needed. We used Libellium
Waspmote platform and raspberry pi (RPi) to implement the
functionality of the low-power sensor node and the HD camera
node, respectively. We validate our work using a baseline setup
on a standby RPi that uses scalar sensor for motion detection.
The results demonstrate that with the used hardware platform,
the power consumption can be reduced by more than 99%.

1. Introduction

Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN) are
among the emerging paradigms of the Internet of Things
(IoT) that are used to retrieve content including scalar data,
video and audio streams and still images from the physical
environment. Recent studies and industrial forecasts predict
that future global IP traffic will be largely dominated by
multimedia data [1], [2]. According to Cisco’s Visual Net-
working Index (VNI) report, by 2020, 82 % of global IP
traffic will be dominated by video content [1].

Due to their ability of providing richer information and
wider coverage, as compared to scalar sensor networks,
WMSNs have vital importance in application areas that have
significant scientific, social, and strategic relevance [3]. Ex-
amples include wildlife monitoring to determine guidelines
for human/predator coexistence, monitoring large open areas
in airports [3], monitoring crops and farm equipment in
agricultural plots [4], monitoring the condition of affected

people during an accident in mining industry [5], and mon-
itoring elderly people in assisted living scenarios [6].

In contrast to scalar sensors, camera nodes generate
higher volumes of data requiring higher processing power,
and thus consume more energy [3]. In video-surveillance
applications, however, the visual sensors spend more than
99% of their time waiting for an incident [7]. Thus, the
waiting time energy consumption is the dominant factor af-
fecting the total energy consumption of a video surveillance
network.

Wildlife experts and researchers use HD cameras to
capture moving objects for events of interest since mon-
itoring the area at all the time is impractical [8]. Event
driven surveillance cameras that capture/stream only events
of interests are efficient in saving the device power, memory
and bandwidth cost. There are, however, technical chal-
lenges and obstacles that needs to be addressed. The three
fundamental issues in a WMSN are energy consumption,
data latency and data quality [9]. For an off-grid video
surveillance deployment, energy consumption will be of
paramount concern.

This paper asks the question: Is it possible to achieve
high data quality in a wireless multimedia sensor node and
yet maintain a prolonged battery life? To address this issue,
we present the following contributions:

• Application of sleepyCAM, a low-power motion
detection and power management of a camera
node [10], for an event driven full HD (at 1080p)
video streaming surveillance application over WiFi
network.

• Implementation of event driven full HD (at 1080p)
video streaming surveillance application using a
standby RPi to be used as a baseline benchmark.

• A quantitative power consumption analysis and bat-
tery life estimation of both our proposed solution
(sleepyCAM) and the baseline approach.

Most of the energy efficiency approaches applied in
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and IoT in general fo-
cus on reducing the power consumption of the nodes by
introducing different levels of sleep modes during the idle
time of a device [11]. Nonetheless, the currently available
inexpensive hardware platform RPi [12], which is capable
capturing and streaming HD video does not provide power



management to support different levels of sleep modes (deep
sleep, sleep, awake). If RPi is run on battery, the lifetime
is closer to hours than months when it is idle, running only
basic operating tasks. Using our sleepyCAM architecture,
however, idle time battery life of RPi based camera sensor
node can be extended by more than 108 days using a
6000mAh off-the-shelf Lithium-ion battery.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 summarizes the related work. Section 3 introduces our
sleepyCAM hardware prototype and network architecture
of both the baseline and our proposed solution. Section 4
provides the power consumption analysis and evaluation
results. Section 5 concludes the paper by discussing the
results and highlighting future works.

2. Related Work

Energy efficiency in WMSN can be achieved by im-
proving the design of the mote hardware architecture as
in [13], [14], or by shutting down the device during the
idle times and wake it up when needed such as using
”wake-on-wireless” technique [15]. It is also possible to use
low-power FM radios as a control signaling to turn-off the
nodes’ higher-power, higher-capacity radio module, such as
WiFi, when it is not sending or receiving data [16]; or a
combination of one or more of these techniques.

Wake-on-wireless technique reduces the idle power con-
sumption of mobile devices by allowing the device to shut
down when it is not being used. Shih et al. [15], provide
an example of this method by adding low-power radio to
a IEEE802.11b-enabled PDA. Using out-of-band control
signaling from the low-power radio, the system maintains
connectivity and wakes up the PDA when needed. Unlike
PDAs, however, RPi does not have the mechanism for
listening wake-on-wireless packets once it is shutdown, and
hence, makes it difficult to apply the technique on it.

Similarly, more recent studies [16], [17] suggest the use
of FM radio in WiFi-enabled multimedia sensor networks
as an “always-on” point-to-multipoint control channel used
to turn off the WiFi radios in camera nodes. This method
can minimize the wasted energy on receiving packets that
are destined to other nodes. In addition, by scheduling
the transmission windows of the nodes, this technique can
minimize the number of collisions in a congested network
and hence the energy associated with the re-transmission
of packets. The limitation of this method is that it only
manages WiFi radios (which contributes only a fraction of
a device’s total power consumption in the case of RPi and
similar devices) and does not control the power state of
the main hardware. In addition, this method requires an
“always-on” FM radio which consumes energy, and also
becomes problematic when scaling up the network in mass
deployments of WMSN.

In Turducken [14], a similar type of hierarchical multi-
tiered hardware architecture which we propose is used in
mobile devices to enhance their availability in a distributed
system. By integrating different power-level mobile devices
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Figure 1: SleepyCAM: Power management of camera
node. [10]

such as PDAs, laptops and sensors into a single multi-
tiered device, Turducken can function at power-levels of any
of these tiers. The fundamentals of this approach can be
applied to WMSNs. However, PDAs and laptops are far too
expensive. In addition, unlike RPi, by design these devices
do not provide interfaces for integrating other sensors and
actuators.

3. Prototype Architecture

3.1. Prototype architecture of sleepyCAM

We have developed sleepyCAM power management
mechanism (shown in Fig. 1) for RPi and similar hardware
to realize a low-power and high resolution wireless mul-
timedia sensor. The hardware architecture of sleepyCAM
is composed of a low-power sensor node (controller) and
RPi with a camera module. The controller uses Pyroelectric
Infrared (PIR) sensor to detect motion and a relay switch to
power up RPi when motion is detected.

Our goal is to achieve a low-power operation mode
during the waiting time. Previous studies have proposed dif-
ferent techniques to achieve low-power operation of portable
devices during idle time by introducing sleep modes and
waking-up techniques, such as using wake-on-wireless [15]
and multi-tier network architecture [7], [18], [19]. However,
such approaches are difficult to implement if the hardware
sensor platform used as camera node does not support
sleep modes. RPi is one of such microcomputers which
is cheap, has great computational capability for capturing
and processing high-quality multimedia data, and provides
networking over Ethernet, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and
WiFi. Yet, RPi does not support Advanced Configuration
and Power Interface (ACPI) power management and has no
sleep modes. Supplementing RPi’s motherboard with full
ACPI functionality would naturally raise the price.

RPi can easily be configured to use the lowest possible
clock setting of the CPU (under-clocking). However, this
does not reduce the power consumption significantly. Thus,
We designed a power management mechanism for RPi using
a low power sensor node (the controller). The functional
requirements for the controller are: (1) to detect motion
using PIR sensor in the area under surveillance and (2) to



(a) baseline setup (b) sleepyCAM setup

Figure 2: Hardware prototype architecture

activate the relay switch and power up RPi when motion is
detected.

We used Libelium Waspmote sensor platform [20] to
implement the functionality of the controller node and RPi
3 model B with Rev 1.3 camera module as a camera sensor
node. Parallax Rev B PIR sensor is attached to one of the
digital pins of the controller for motion detection and a 10A
30VDC rating Songle relay switch is used to control the
power of RPi.

Upon waking-up, the RPi starts streaming video to the
receiving node over WiFi. It is up to RPi to decide when to
stop streaming video. The RPi can continue the streaming
as long as there is activity in the area. This can be decided
by performing motion detection using another PIR sensor
on RPi. RPi will eventually shutdown after completing the
streaming.

The last but not least step for the controller in the
power management process is to detect a graceful shutdown
completion of RPi so that it can deactivate the relay without
corrupting the micro-sd card in RPi. For that, RPi can be
configured to signal the status of the shutdown process over
one of its general purpose input/output pins. The controller
can read this signal using one of its digital input/output pins
and deactivate the relay switch.

The software of the controller to detect motion and
activate the relay is implemented in C programming lan-
guage using Waspmote Pro v040 IDE. The software of
the camera node for streaming video is implemented using

Python programming language.
The baseline setup used as a benchmark to validate our

work is a standby RPi with a camera module and a PIR
sensor. The surveillance application for the baseline setup
is implemented in Python. When there is an interrupt signal
from the PIR sensor, the application calls a function that
starts streaming video to a laptop. The hardware prototypes
for both setups is shown in Fig. 2.

3.2. Network Architecture of an event driven
WMSN

An overview of the network architecture for both the
baseline and our optimized WMSN is shown in Fig. 3.

• Scenario A: presents the baseline setup. In this setup,
we have a standby RPi with a camera module and a
PIR sensor. When motion is detected, the RPi starts
streaming video to a remote server (laptop in our
case) over WiFi. In this setup, the RPi is active
throughout the surveillance application time.

• Scenario B: presents our optimized energy efficient
camera (sleepyCAM). In this setup, we have the con-
troller node with a PIR sensor for motion detection,
and a relay for managing the power of RPi. When
the PIR sensor is active, the controller sets the relay
switch to latch and power RPi. RPi will boot and
start streaming video to the laptop. After completing
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Figure 3: Network architecture of WMSN for an event driven streaming video surveillance



the stream, RPi will shutdown and give signal to the
controller to unlatch the relay switch. In this setup,
the controller node is in standby all the time while
the RPi is turned on only when motion is detected.

In both cases, video streaming only starts when an intruder
is detected in the area under surveillance. Netcat utility is
installed for writing and reading the video stream over TCP
protocol on both the sending and receiving ends, RPi and
laptop respectively. Similarly, in both setups, the camera
nodes stream H.264 video of 10 seconds with resolution
of 1920x1080 and bitrate of 17Mbs. The main difference
in the two setups is that, in our proposed solution, instead
of exploiting the high-computational power camera sensor
node (RPi) for motion detection, we used the low-power
controller node to actively monitor the area.

4. Power consumption analysis

4.1. Evaluation setup

We used Monsoon power monitor tool [21] to measure
the power consumption of both RPi and Waspmote under
all operation modes. Power can be fed to the device under
measurement from Monsoon as shown Fig. 4. The measure-
ment data can be exported as csv file from Monsoon to a
workstation. We used moving average filter to smooth the
data and generate the graphs using MATLAB.

Figure 4: measurement setup

4.2. Evaluation results

In this section, we present the power consumption tran-
sients in different operation states of both the baseline and
proposed architecture using the measurement outputs from
Monsoon power monitor. During the waiting time (motion
detection), the fluctuations of the power transients remain
almost the same with time for both setups (since there are
no data transmission/reception or some tasks running in the
background). However, there could be slight changes in the
video streaming phase due to the traffic situation in the
network.

Fig. 5 shows the power consumption transients of the
baseline setup (scenario A) running an event driven video
streaming surveillance program. The graph shows the power
consumption of a standby RPi before and after the surveil-
lance program is launched. The part of the graph before
the surveillance program started characterizes the power
consumption of RPi when it is connected to a WiFi network
and only basic operating system tasks are running. When
the program is launched, there is a short spike and the
device will enter to the waiting time mode, which is the
motion detection phase. The PIR sensor basically consumes
∼ 0.35mW when it is inactive and ∼ 8.35mW when it
is active (refer Fig. 6). Therefore, the influence of the PIR
sensor on the overall energy consumption is marginal since
RPi consumes far more power (see Fig. 5). When motion
is detected, the camera module is activated and RPi will
stream 10 seconds of video to a remote server (the laptop).
During streaming, the average power consumption of the
node raises to 2430mW from 1309mW during the waiting
time (refer table 1 and table 2).

Program 
started

Motion
detected

Waiting
time

streaming

Streaming
completed

Waiting
time

Program
terminated

Figure 5: baseline power consumption (scenario A).

Figure 6: Power consumption of a PIR sensor

Similarly, Fig. 7 depicts the power consumption transient
of the sleepyCAM prototype running an event driven video
streaming surveillance program. The graph shows the power
consumption of the controller node (red line), RPi (green)
and the total (purple line). As pointed out before, the motion
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Figure 7: sleepyCAM power consumption (scenario B).

detection part in sleepyCAM is taken care by the controller
node. This node enters to the waiting mode soon after it
is powered-up and initialization has been completed. The
power consumption of this node during the waiting time is
5.43mW . The RPi is however completely powered-off and
hence consumes 0mW . Thus, the total power consumption
of sleepyCAM during waiting time is 5.43mW (refer ta-
ble 1).

When motion is detected, the controller power jumps
from 5.43mW to 212mW and stays in this power state as
long as the RPi is running. This power consumption of the
controller is mainly caused by the relay. Note that, we have
configured RPi to start video-streaming during the boot-up
process, even before any user has logged in. As presented in
table 2, the RPi power during the streaming in this scenario
is 2470mW . Hence, the total power of sleepyCAM during
streaming is 2682mW . After the streaming is completed,
the RPi will shutdown itself and the controller will then
deactivate the relay switch.

Fig. 8 presents the power transient comparison between
the baseline setup and our optimized solution using sleep-
yCAM. The plots are time-synchronized to better visualize
the relative power gains and losses in the two scenarios. The
beeswarm diagram, Fig. 9, presents the power consumption
of the two scenarios in the waiting time.

Motion
detected

Motion
detected

streaming

Figure 8: Overall power consumption comparison

Gain
~99.6% Power
~17,300% battery-life

Figure 9: Waiting time power consumption comparison

baseline optimized

Power (mW) Power (mW)

RPi 1309 0
Controller NA 5.43
Total 1309 5.43

TABLE 1: Waiting time power consumption

baseline optimized

Power (mW) Power (mW)

RPi 2430 2470
Controller NA 212
Total 2430 2682

TABLE 2: streaming power consumption

We conclude the power consumption analysis by pro-
viding battery life estimation of the waiting time in both
scenarios using a 6000mAh off-the-shelf Lithium-ion bat-
tery. Battery life can be estimated from the device’s current
consumption using online tools like provided in [22]. The
average current consumption, nominal voltage, and hours of
battery life are presented in table 3. From the values in the
table, sleepyCAM prototype improves waiting time battery
life by more than 17300%.

Voltage (V) Current (mA) Battery-life(hrs)

baseline 5.0 276 15.2
optimized 3.3 1.6 2625

TABLE 3: Battery-life of waiting time

5. Discussion and future work

In this paper, we presented energy efficient event driven
video streaming surveillance using our proposed sleepy-
CAM motion detection and power management mechanism.
We benchmarked the performance of our proposal using a
baseline setup. Both the baseline and our proposed sleep-
yCAM setup consist of RPi single-board computer with a
camera module, to stream video when motion is detected.



The fundamental difference of the two setups is the way
how each detect motion. In the baseline setup, motion is
detected using PIR sensor that is attached to one of the
RPi’s GPIO pin. In our optimized solution, however, we
exploit a low-power controller node to conduct the mo-
tion detection and manage power of the camera node at
the same time. Our results indicate that, more than 99%
power consumption can be saved in the waiting time of a
video streaming surveillance application using sleepyCAM
hardware prototype. Similarly, ∼ 2600 hours (108 days)
longer battery-life can be achieved in the waiting time using
a 6000mAh battery-house.

Finally, while our primary goal was on reducing power
consumption in waiting time of event driven video streaming
surveillance, we conclude the paper by providing some re-
marks on how each scenario could further be improved both
in the waiting and video streaming time of the surveillance
application.

In scenario A, the RPi OS can be optimized to further
decrease the idle power consumption by removing unused
services and disabling peripheral devices that are not needed
for the application. For instance, by disabling the HDMI
port, it is possible to save more than 100mW of power.

In scenario B, it is possible to achieve fast boot-up
by creating own custom embedded Linux distribution that
exactly fits the needs of our video surveilance application.
Open source embedded linux build systems, such as build-
root [23] and yocto project [24] can be used to simplify
and automate the process of generating a custom Linux
distribution. In this scenario, we also noticed that the con-
troller power raises considerably when it powers up RPi.
This is mainly due to the solenoid inside the mechanical
relay switch which draws lots of current when it is set to
latch during the run time of the RPi. The mechanical relay
switch can be replaced by a solid state relay or even by
an optocoupler (photo-isolator) with the exact load-current
rating to reduce the power consumption of the controller
during the run-time of RPi. These are beyond the scope of
this paper and we did not address them.

In our future work, we plan to extend our sleepyCAM
WMSN into multi-tier WMSN. By engaging simple low
power scalar sensor nodes as tier-1 device, it is possible
to provide an advance alert message to sleepyCAM (tier-
2). Doing so can provide enough time to sleepyCAM to
wake up and stream video on time. We plan to use BLE
link between tier-1 and tier-2 devices. Thus, our future work
will include power consumption analysis for BLE messaging
between tier-1 and tier-2 devices; and for streaming a video
to a server over WiFi network.
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